ACTIVE
Space and
quiet for
the urban home

Profin’s Active product range is designed for
the urban environment. The deep casing and
window frame enables thick glass insulation,
which reduces traffic and other noise
significantly. The minimalist range gives your
home ample light and space.
Material pine,
alternatively oak
Width at maximum 10 000 mm
Height at maximum 2 990 mm
NB! When the height ≥
2 500 mm, agree on custom
transportation.
Product structure
- solid wood
- the insulated glazed units in
the fixed section are sealed
tightly to the casing
- the windowpanes on the
sliding and fixed sections are
not of the same size
Casing depth 198 mm
Casing thickness 54 mm

Threshold material
- standard: oak, coated with a
special lacquer
- alternative: protected with
an aluminium profile
Threshold height 60 mm,
when fully embedded 45 mm
Rounded edges with a
rounding of 2 mm
Standard metal parts
- patio locking, type A:
handle inside, flush pull
outside
- for more information
about the locking options,
consult your seller
Glazing triple glazing
The glazing is designed
to meet the site’s building
requirements.
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Sound insulation
Optimal value RW+Ctr 40 dB
Standard value RW+Ctr 37 dB
U-value (width x height)
Dimensions (for CE marking):
- 2 000 x 2 180 mm
= 0.74 W/m²xK
Other dimensions:
- 3 000 x 2 300 mm
= 0.68 W/m²xK
- 4 000 x 2 600 mm
= 0.65 W/m²xK

Further details on
the Active range, including
options for colours and door
fittings, available from
www.profin.fi/en/

Accessories
- sun protection glass to block excessive heat radiation
- hard-coated spectrally selective glazing to prevent fogging
- sliding insect screen
maximum dimensions: 1-part 1 500 x 2 450 mm
2-part 3 000 x 2 450 mm
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Profin Ltd reserves the right to change
product specifications.

www.profin.fi/en

Glass sliding door
More than a door
The Profin glass sliding door opens
up new views and brings a special
comfort to your home: offering light,
space and seasonal landscapes.
Also, the glass sliding door combines
indoor and outdoor spaces
effortlessly and allows efficient use
of floor space.

The air-tightness and thermal insulation
characteristics of glass sliding doors are
superior to those of traditional doors.
Coherent design for your home
To complement your glass sliding door,
choose fixed windows from the same
product range. The design and technical details are the same.

Effortless installation
Profin supplies its products ready for
installation. The shipment includes all
the necessary accessories, instructions
and also colour-matched maintenance
products.

Quality from Finland
Profin is a Finnish company specialising in the design and manufacture
of high-quality windows, doors, and glass sliding doors. The company has
produced glass sliding doors for over 20 years and other products for nearly
40 years, with exports to more than 30 countries. Profin is firmly rooted in
Pudasjärvi, Northern Finland.
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